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Abstract

The Worldwide Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (WW-ADNI) is a collab-

orative effort to investigate imaging and biofluid markers that can inform Alzheimer’s

disease treatment trials. It is a public-private partnership that spans North America,

Argentina, Australia, Canada, China, Japan, Korea, Mexico, and Taiwan. In 2004, ADNI

researchers began a naturalistic, longitudinal study that continues today around the

globe. Through several successive phases (ADNI-1, ADNI-GO, ADNI-2, and ADNI-3),

the study has fueled amyloid and tau phenotyping and refined neuroimaging method-

ologies. WW-ADNI researchers have successfully standardized analyses and openly

share data without embargo, providing a rich data set for other investigators. On

August 26, 2020, the Alzheimer’s Association convened WW-ADNI researchers who

shared updates fromADNI-3 and their vision for ADNI-4.

KEYWORDS

Alzheimer’s disease, amyloid, biomarkers, cerebrospinal fluid, cognitive impairment, MRI,
neuroimaging, PET, Tau

1 INTRODUCTION

The Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) is an ongoing,

naturalistic study to understand structural, biochemical, and cognitive

changes that occur during Alzheimer’s disease (AD) progression.

ADNI investigators leverage imaging, blood, and cerebrospinal fluid

(CSF) analysis, and clinical, genetic, and postmortem neuropathologic

databases to define markers for each stage of AD.1 Data obtained

through ADNI are used to inform clinical trial design and sufficiently

power trials. ADNI data can also help establish outcomemeasures and

identify appropriate trial participants.

North American ADNI investigators are organized into distinct

cores centered around: positron emission tomography (PET), magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI), fluid (blood, CSF) biomarkers, genetics, bio-

statistics, autopsy neuropathology, and clinical data with an informat-

ics core for widespread data sharing without embargo. More broadly,

Worldwide ADNI (WW-ADNI) now encompasses neuroimaging initia-

tives from nine distinct regions. It serves as the umbrella organiza-

tion forNorthAmericanADNI,ArgentinaADNI,AustraliaADNI (AIBL),

Canada ADNI, China ADNI, Japan ADNI, Korea ADNI, Mexico ADNI,

andTaiwanADNI. Biologic samples are sharedandallWW-ADNI inves-

tigators are tasked with harmonizing research methodologies so that

data can be readily combined.

1.1 WW-ADNI evolution

WW-ADNI is the result of several successive phases. The first phase,

ADNI-1, launched in 2004. ADNI-1 established much of the orga-

nizational structure still in place within the North American ADNI,

including core facilities.2,3,4 In total, 821 participants with and without

mild cognitive impairment (MCI) or AD enrolled in ADNI-1 across 57

study sites.1

Two subsequent phases followed: ADNI “Grand Opportunities”

(ADNI-GO) and ADNI-2. ADNI-GO supported amyloid PET scans for

ADNI-1 participants plus enrollment of 200 early MCI participants.5

ADNI-2 further expanded the study population by 550 to include peo-

ple with other forms of memory impairment.

A 5-year competitive renewal of ADNI-2, called ADNI-3, began in

2016. ADNI-3 is actively enrolling up to 1200 additional participants

across the entire spectrum of AD. ADNI-3 has moved research and

study enrollment tools to the web to improve accessibility (http://adni.

loni.usc.edu/) and introduced longitudinal tau PET scans. A major goal

of ADNI-3 is to validate longitudinal tau PET imaging. Considerably

more that 2000 participants have been enrolled since 2004.

Although ADNI-3 currently includes 59 study sites in North Amer-

ica, international collaboration continues through WW-ADNI, with

support from the Private Partner Scientific Board (PPSB).6 WW-

ADNI’s expansive, global network has produced more than 3500

publications.1,5,7 This body of work provides a foundation for the next

phase, ADNI-4, a competitive application for renewal of ADNI-3 slated

for September 2021. In August 2020, WW-ADNI investigators held a

virtual meeting to share updates and their vision for ADNI-4.

2 NORTH AMERICAN ADNI

Since 2004, North American ADNI investigators have enrolled more

than 2000 study participants (at least 955 MCI, 350 AD, and 505 cog-

nitively unimpaired) across 59 study sites.

mailto:cweber@alz.org
http://adni.loni.usc.edu/
http://adni.loni.usc.edu/
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2.1 PET core

The PET core has amassed thousands of brain PET scans that

can be downloaded by qualified users. The scans employ 18F-

labeled tracers: florbetapir (Amyvid), florbetaben (Neuraceq), flor-

taucipir (Tauvid), and fluorodeoxyglucose. The core has established

methods to control variability in PET scan data.8 Longitudinal data

are now available for florbetapir and flortaucipir PET scans. For

example, WW-ADNI’s collection of florbetapir images, which began

with ADNI-1, now includes baseline, 1307; second, 769; third,

453; fourth, 246; fifth, 84; and sixth, 5 sequential florbetapir PET

scans.

The core has established interrelationships between PET markers.

Amyloid appears to drive cortical tau accumulation and is a more

significant marker of tau burden than MCI diagnosis.9 By charac-

terizing individuals according to the current research framework,10

individuals in ADNI were classified according to ATN (amyloid, tau,

neurodegeneration) criteria. Those who were positive for all three

biomarkers showed the greatest cognitive impairment. In longitu-

dinal data, brain amyloid beta (Aβ) drives tau accumulation, and tau

accumulation drives neurodegeneration. The presence of high tau

and neurodegeneration is linked to cognitive decline. There is no

evidence that tau levels lead to greater β-amyloid deposition, or that

neurodegeneration leads to tau deposition. Together these results are

consistent with a unidirectional pathway linking amyloid, tau, and neu-

rodegeneration in a sequential pattern leading to cognitive decline and

dementia.11

2.2 MRI core

TheMRI coreuses several sequences, including three-dimensional (3D)

T1 volume, 3D fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR), and T2*

gradient echo (GRE), plus associated measurements. The core’s tech-

nical capacities also include diffusion-weighted MRI (dMRI), arterial

spin labeling (ASL) in 2D and 3D, task-free functional MRI (TF-fMRI),

and coronal high-resolution T2 sequences.5,12 The core has developed

standardized protocols5 for these sequences that can be employed

acrossWW-ADNI.

The corehas developedbasic andadvancedprotocols9 to accommo-

date MRI system variability and evolving operating systems. ADNI-3

imaging is being performed exclusively on 3T scanners. The core is

performing meta-analyses of site-specific effects,13 random-effects

regressions to identify scanner-specific effects, and adjusting data

before pooling14 or encoding it to eliminate bias.15

A newly identified risk has been the potential identification of par-

ticipants based on MRI, through publicly available facial recognition

software.16 Standard MRI de-identification removes only metadata

(text). Removing or blurring face voxels can compromise other mea-

surements, particularly in the frontal regions.17 A committee within

the MRI core is now charged with determining which defacing algo-

rithms are most effective at anonymization while preserving data

integrity.

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review: The WW-ADNI meeting provided

investigators an opportunity to share updates from

ADNI-3 and a look forward to the development of

ADNI-4.

2. Interpretation:WW-ADNI is a global, collaborative effort

to investigate imaging and biofluid markers that can

informAD treatment trials.

3. Future directions: ADNI-4 looks to build on the success of

previous phases (ADNI-1, ADNI-GO, ADNI-2, and ADNI-

3) through validation of emerging biomarkers, and a focus

on their generalizability and their relationships to cogni-

tive decline and dementia symptoms.

2.3 Biomarker core

With ADNI-3, the Biomarker core’s collection of CSF, plasma, and

serum grew by > 1700 samples for new enrollees and > 1600 for

rollover participants. More than half (55%) of all new participants have

received a lumbar puncture. The core has standardized biofluid col-

lection and processing18,19 across WW-ADNI sites. The core has also

standardized ultraperformance liquid chromatography-tandem mass

spectrometry (MS)3,20 and multiplexed MS.21 In ADNI-3, the core

revised their protocol to reduce total collection time for plasma sam-

ples to under 1 hour.

The core hasworkedwith the Foundation for theNational Institutes

of Health - Biomarkers Consortium (FNIH - BC) to conduct a multi-

center study using replicate sets of 130 ADNI plasma aliquot samples

distributed to each of six participating centers. Results and analyses

will be conducted in early 2021. The core has shipped>30,000 aliquots

to researchers around the world who provided data for additional

pathologic pathways (eg, neurogranin, Neurofilament light chain (NfL),

soluable triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells 2 (sTREM2),

Neuronal Pentraxin 2 (NPTX2)) following review and approval by

the WW-ADNI Resource Allocation Review Committee (RARC).21–24

RARC ismadeupof non-ADNI investigators and serves as a gatekeeper

for this precious resource.

In anticipation of increased plasma sample requests in ADNI-4, the

core is investigating how factors such as delayed centrifugation, aliquot

size, and multiple freeze-thaw cycles affect AD biomarker integrity.

Concentration values for the core CSF biomarkers have been deter-

mined on >3000 CSF samples collected in the ADNI-1/-GO/-2 and -3

Phases using thehighly standardized automatedRocheElecsys system.

2.4 Genetics core

Although many studies that use Genetics core data focus on APOE

and other risk variants,25 ADNI-3 has brought collaborations to study
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polygenic risk scores, epigenetics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and

metabolomics.

For example, one group integrated data from six multicenter cohort

studies (4314 participants). The group successfully identified com-

mon variants in RBFOX1 associated with early brain amyloidosis.26

Another identified genetic determinants of hippocampal volume in

33,536 individuals.27 For Ribonucleic acid (RNA), genomewide tran-

scriptome analyses of ADNI core data identified novel genes dysreg-

ulated in AD pathology: CREB5, CD46, TMBIM6, IRAK3, and RPAIN.28

An epigenome-wide association study identified differentially methy-

lated profiles in peripheral blood betweenMCI and AD participants.29

Metabolomics researchers within the Genetics core found sex-specific

effects. APOE ε4–positive women experience greater mitochondria

impairment than men do.30 In ADNI-4, the group plans to extend poly-

genic analyses. The core is also testing deep learning as an approach to

analyzingmultilayer -omics data.

2.5 Biostatistics core

This year, due to disruptions caused by the coronavirus disease 2019

(COVID-19) pandemic, the Biostatistics core has been investigating

the impact of missing data on longitudinal modeling and analyses. This

includes determining whether data collected at home are comparable

to clinic data. Participants inCogState studies,14 for example, complete

cognitive tests both at home and in a clinic, with significantly faster

response times at home. The core is developing approaches to accom-

modate this factorwhenanalyzing future cognitive testing data, includ-

ing in ADNI-4.

The core is also investigating the effects of attrition or schedul-

ing abnormalities caused by COVID-19. The core is determining how

adjusting data collection timing (an early or late timestamp) impacts

planned analyses and power. Biostatistics core simulations show that

a generalized additive mixed-models approach has more power that a

mixedmodel for repeatedmeasures todetect differenceswhen there is

a study hiatus, especially if the gap in data collection is long.31 In antic-

ipation of ADNI-4, the core is also developing models that allow for

time as a continuous (rather than categorical, or timestamped) mea-

surement. This will support adaptations that preserve power even if

there are measurement gaps due to COVID-19 or unforeseen circum-

stances.

2.6 Neuropathology core

In its original funding period, ADNI-1 did not have provisions for the

neuropathologic assessment of deceased ADNI participants or for the

establishment of a brain tissue resource; hence, ADNI began without a

Neuropathology Core (NPC).

The ADNI NPC was established in 2007 as a “sub-study” of ADNI-

1, with an administrative supplement from the National Institute on

Aging (NIA), but with very limited resources and no authorization to

maintain contact with willing, consented brain donors beyond their

period of active enrollment. As a result, participant tracking was left

to individual sites without financial support from ADNI. Although

33 of the 59 North American ADNI sites are associated with estab-

lished Alzheimer’s Disease Research Centers (ADRCs), many of the

non-ADRC sites lack independent brain donation programs and/or the

capacity to secure brain donations. Consequently, ADNI’s brain dona-

tion program started slowly, with only 32 sites contributing casemate-

rial to the NPC by 2020.

In 2021, the ADNI NPC conducted a retrospective review of

completed neuropathologic assessments (N = 81). All of these cases

were evaluated according to a comprehensive, uniform protocol for

Aβ deposits, tauopathy, alpha-synucleinopathy (Lewy body disease),

TDP-43 proteinopathy, vascular disease, infarctions, and hemor-

rhages. Clinicopathologic correlation of those cases revealed that,

among ADNI participants with a clinical diagnosis of AD dementia at

expiration, 18% did not have sufficient AD neuropathology to account

for dementia–in other words, their dementia was not caused by AD.

In addition, 85% of the participants whose dementia likely was caused

by AD pathology also exhibited features of at least one other neu-

rodegenerative disease with the potential to have contributed to their

illness. These findings underscore how essential that neuropathologic

confirmationwill be for ADNI to develop truly accurate biomarkers for

AD and related dementias.

Recognizing the vital importance of neuropathologic confirmation

and thepotential valueof a largebrain tissue resource for thediscovery

and validation of molecular biomarkers of AD and other neurodegen-

erative pathologies, ADNI Leadership helped the NPC to secure two

administrative supplements from the NIA in 2019 and 2020. The first

strengthened the central infrastructure and staffing of the ADNI NPC;

the second is working to bolster the brain donation program across the

entire North American ADNI network.

Over the past 2 years, these investments have allowed the ADNI

NPC to expand its resource to>115brain donations, to identify at least

50 additional ADNI-participant brain donations previously assessed

at participating ADRCs, to increase support of ADNI brain donation

efforts at participating sites, and to persuade several ADNI sites to join

ADNI’s brain donation program network for the first time.

As ADNI-4 approaches, the ADNI-NPC will continue its efforts to

strengthen and build new connections within the ADNI brain donation

network, to expand the tissue resource, and to comprehensively assess

all donated specimens for relevant neuropathology. In ADNI-4, the

NPC will additionally actively promote, coordinate, and participate

in the study of this resource, governed by the ADNI Neuropathol-

ogy Resource Allocation Review Committee (RARC), to support

the scientific initiatives and aims of ADNI and approved extramural

investigations.

2.7 Clinical core

Many ADNI participants have transitioned between diagnostic groups

as their disease has progressed. The Clinical core has identified par-

ticipants who have transitioned from cognitively unimpaired to MCI
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TABLE 1 ADNI-3 participants

Overall CN MCI AD Unknown Combined

(N= 509) (N= 288) (N= 109) (N= 63) (N= 969)

Rollover 969 213 (42%) 126 (44%) 50 (46%) 51 (81%) 440 (45%)

Age 969 73.7 (7.6) 75.2 (8.0) 77.6 (8.8) 78.3 (8.8) 74.9 (8.1)

APOE e4+ 762 142 (32%) 76 (39%) 40 (59%) 18 (35%) 276 (36%)

Sex : F 969 300 (59%) 119 (41%) 48 (44%) 31 (49%) 498 (51%)

Education 969 16.8 (2.3) 16.2 (2.6) 15.7 (2.5) 16.3 (2.6) 16.5 (2.5)

Amyloid+ 785 141 (31%) 111 (47%) 73 (85%) 1 (33%) 326 (42%)

Minority 969 82 (16%) 37 (13%) 11 (10%) 9 (14%) 139 (14%)

MiniMental State Examination (MMSE) 922 29.1 (1.2) 27.8 (2.1) 21.8 (4.7) 28.3 (2.6) 27.8 (3.1)

Financial Capacity Instrument (FCI) 839 68.1 (6.0) 60.4 (12.1) 39.7 (18.9) 64.7 (8.1) 63.0 (12.9)

Clinical Dementia Rating Scale-Sum of

Boxes (CDR-SB)

944 0.073 (0.257) 1.484 (1.218) 5.743 (3.290) 3.409 (5.683) 1.309 (2.550)

Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment

Scale-cognitive subscale

(ADAS-cog13)

908 12.7 (4.3) 19.3 (6.5) 34.4 (8.5) 15.0 (8.8) 17.3 (8.9)

F IGURE 1 ADNI-1 through ADNI-4 timeline

and from MCI to AD. These subpopulations are invaluable for model-

ing studies designed topredict cognitive impairment. Similarly, the core

has identified participants who do not progress from early to late MCI

orAD, due to genetic or other factors. Table 1 details participant demo-

graphics, biomarkers, and assessment results fromADNI-3.

The Clinical core has identified demographic gaps in the ADNI-3

cohort. Currently only 14% of ADNI-3 participants identify as racial

or ethnic minorities. Most identify as Caucasian and >90% have a 4-

year college education. This spurred formation of aDiversity Taskforce

within WW-ADNI. ADNI-4 will employ targeted recruitment strate-

gies, supported by dedicated funding for Black and Latinx participants

and recruiters. These efforts will also focus on AD enrollment. Com-

petition with treatment trials significantly impacted AD participant

enrollment in ADNI-3.

2.8 Planning for ADNI-4

Funding for US ADNI-3 ends August 2022, and ADNI-4 planning is

underway (Figure 1). A renewal grant for ADNI-4was submitted to the

NIA in Oct 2021. ADNI posted a Request for Proposals on the ADNI

website, and receivedmore than30 responses for plasma, PET, anddig-

ital biomarkers. ADNI-4 will be similar to ADNI-3, with several major

additions: First, to make ADNI more generalizable, the exclusion cri-

teria will be relaxed. In addition, an Engagement Core will focus on

recruitingmanymore people from theBlack, Latino, andAsian commu-

nities, and peoplewith lower socioeconomic status. Second, because of

the excitement concerning use of plasma AD markers, ADNI-4 plans

to obtain blood from 4000 participants and use the results to select

500 for referral to the ADNI clinics for in-person evaluation, MRI,

PET scans, blood tests, genetics, and lumbar puncture. Finally, ADNI is

exploring greater use of digital biomarkers.

3 WORLDWIDE ADNI

WW-ADNI provides a larger platform for ADNI researchers to collab-

orate. This aligns with a major goal of ADNI throughout its evolution:

to standardize protocols and analyses, and to facilitate open access to

comparable, worldwide data.3

3.1 Argentina ADNI

A Buenos Aires team has carried out the ADNI-2 protocol3 in 56 par-

ticipants under its own financial support. The team has ended ADNI

follow-up visits and is now focused on data analysis. Several findings

have been described.3,32 Participant retention was strong for the 12-

and 30-month study visits (50 and 43 participants completed each,

respectively). Of the initial cohort, 26 participants completed the final

60-month follow-up MRI and neuropsychiatric assessments (4 partici-

pants passed away).
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Argentina ADNI researchers investigated biomarker profiles for all

participants.33,34 At baseline, 85% of the participants in the AD group

werepositiveonamyloidPET scans, forCSFp-tau, and for neurodegen-

eration.Whereas in theMCI group, this dropped to 50% for suspected

non-Alzheimer’s pathophysiology participants who were only positive

for neurodegeneration at baseline. After 5 years of follow-up, the over-

all conversion rate to dementia was 21%. Cognitive testing data signif-

icantly correlated with CSF amyloid levels in participants35; however,

total CSF tau and p-tau were the strongest conversion predictors.34,36

The researchers have described the capacity of several biomarkers to

predict cognitive impairment.37,38 Notably, Argentina ADNI is the first

group in Latin America to perform tau PET scans (23 performed to

date).

3.2 Canada ADNI

Canada ADNI is conducting a multisite amyloid and (18)F-

fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (18F-FDG-PET)

imaging study in 80 AD and vascular patients with severe periventric-

ular white matter disease. Eighty ADNI-2 participants with minimal

periventricular white matter hyperintensity (WMH) provide a com-

parator group. The study aims to understand the additive or interactive

effects of small vessel disease and AD.

At baseline and 24 months, study participants completed 3T MRI,
18F-florbetapir, and 18F-FDG-PETscans, blooddraws, andgait and cog-

nitive testing. Preliminary analyses compare 57 participants withmod-

erate to severe pvWMH to 57 ADNI-2 MCI or AD participants with

minimal pvWMH. Overall, higher pvWMH was associated with ele-

vated brain amyloid burden by PET scan. Participants with minimal

pvWMH had lower brain glucose levels.39 Random forest machine-

learning algorithms pinpointed several brain regions associated with

cognitive ability, most strikingly, the posterior cingulate gyrus. Lower

amyloid burden and increased glucose in this region was associated

with higher cognitive test scores.40 Methods developed by Canada

ADNI suggest that simple machine learning can help classify regions of

interest in PET scans.

3.3 China ADNI

China ADNI includes several cores: Clinical, MRI, PET, Pathological,

Biomarker and Genetics, Biostatistics and Informatics, and Neuropsy-

chological. China ADNI also has a dedicatedData Storage and Process-

ing site. Since joiningWW-ADNI in 2012, China ADNI has investigated

the role of traditional Chinesemedicine in AD progression.

Foundational fMRI work by China ADNI confirmed that acupunc-

ture at two dorsal Siguan points (Tai chong on the right foot, and Hegu

on the right hand)41 activates brain regions associated with cognition

in people with MCI or AD.42 Neuroimaging shows that acupuncture

at these locations improves blood perfusion, default mode network

activity,43 and hippocampal connectivity44,45 in AD. A randomized,

controlled trial by China ADNI found that 6 months of consistent

acupuncture treatment delayed MCI disease progression. This study

compared fMRI from50 cognitively unimpaired participants to 28with

amnesticMCI.46

China ADNI is now launching a larger, randomized controlled trial

to further study Siguan acupoints and MCI progression. The study

includes measurements of amyloid and tau in blood and/or CSF, a cog-

nitive testing battery, as well as MRI and 18F-FDG-PET in accordance

with ADNI protocols. China ADNI intends to enroll 400 amnestic MCI

participants across 20 hospitals. Half of participants will receive the

acupuncture intervention.

3.4 Japan ADNI

Japan ADNI launched in 20073 and has enrolled 537 of a targeted 600

participants in a longitudinal, observational study akin to ADNI-1. Par-

ticipants at 38 study sites have completed blood and APOE genotyping

and 37% have provided a CSF sample. For neuroimaging, 37% and 63%

of participants have completed 11C-PiB and 18F-FDG PET imaging,

respectively. Japan ADNI data harmonize with North American ADNI

study sites.47 Combined analyses revealed the APOE ε4–positive and

–negative participants with late MCI or mild AD experienced cogni-

tive decline at the same speed.48 Japan ADNI-2, a small preclinical AD

study, completed in March 2020, enrolled 28 cognitively unimpaired

and 12 MCI participants. The study includes tau PET subanalyses; 15

flortaucipir scans have been completed to date.

Data collected by Japan ADNI have been released for worldwide

research use (https://humandbs.biosciencedbc.jp/en/data-use). These

includes 2715 MRI and 1981 PET images, all biofluid data, as well as

case report forms and cognitive testing results for cognitively unim-

paired, MCI, and AD participants.

To aid recruitment, research volunteers for preclinical AD studies

participate in a web-based study (J-TRC webstudy) to provide basic

demographics, clinical histories, and complete cognitive tests. Nearly

4500 have registered. Eligible participants are then invited to a clinic

to provide blood samples, undergo florbetapir or flutemetamol amy-

loid PET, and complete cognitive tests including PACC (J-TRC onsite

study). As a last step, risk assessment algorithms select participants

most appropriate for treatment trials. This process creates a rich data

set even before study enrollment.49

3.5 Taiwan ADNI

Taiwan ADNI has five cores: Clinical, PET, MRI, Biomarkers and Genet-

ics, and Biostatistics and Informatics. The first stage of Taiwan ADNI

was similar to ADNI-1 and completed in 2019. Six hospitals partici-

pated. Nine sites have joined stage 2 of Taiwan ADNI, which is already

underway and adds a Tau Imaging core to the framework. The second

stage aims to establish a longitudinal AD cohort. Beyond neuroimaging

and biofluid assessments, stage 2 adds behavior, depression, diet, and

sleep assessments. Neuroimaging will be assessed, in part, using deep

learning algorithms. Stage 2 also includes extensive measures of early

https://humandbs.biosciencedbc.jp/en/data-use
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onset dementia genes. To date, Taiwan ADNI has enrolled 137 partici-

pants in stage 2.

Taiwan ADNI infrastructure has enabled researchers to assess

changes in amyloid deposition due to carotid artery stenosis50 and

traumatic brain injury.51 It has also supported PET imaging to bet-

ter understand how D678H, a familial autosomal mutation common in

Taiwan, may increase AD risk.52 Similarly, Taiwan ADNI researchers

have investigated how late-life depression increases amyloid burden

andMCI risk in a Taiwanese population.53

Taiwan ADNI has employed a pre-screening tool for use prior to

selecting participants for PET scans. The tool, a simple decision tree

coupled with APOE genotyping and amyloid plasma measurements,

successfully predicts amyloid PET findings in MCI participants.54 This

tool could be used by other sites and in clinical trials to avoid unneces-

sary PET scans.

3.6 Mexico ADNI

Mexico ADNI is based in the National Institute of Neurology and

Neurosurgery of Mexico. With >90,000 consultations at this site

annually, there is a strong clinical demand for neuroimaging studies.

The group has forged international collaborations and independently

implemented ADNI-3–compatible protocols for 3T MRI scans. In

parallel, they are completing an analysis of MRI data from 70 original

studies.

Several collaborations connect Mexico ADNI to the broader AD

research community. Mexico ADNI is enrolling 270 participants across

several consortium studies: LatAm Fingers, Dominantly Inherited

Alzheimer Network (DIAN), DIAN-trials unit, and ReDLat. All of these

studies are supported by the Alzheimer’s Association and followNorth

American ADNI protocols.

3.7 Australia ADNI

The Australian Imaging Biomarkers and Lifestyle Study of Aging (AIBL)

has been the major focus of Australia ADNI for the past 14 years. The

study has enrolled 2691 participants stratified by PET Centiloid level,

a technique standardized by Australian and North American ADNI

researchers to quantify amyloid burden.55 This imaging biomarker

identifies participants at highest risk for AD. For example, cognitively

normal AIBL participants with >100 Centiloid level at baseline experi-

enced a 50% conversion rate to prodromal AD within 5 years.56 The

first 6 years of AIBL data are available through the North American

ADNI centralized database.

Preliminary analyses of AIBL tau PET MK6240 scans are under-

way and suggest a 0.5% per year tau increase in cognitively normal

amyloid PET-positive participants, but a 2% to 7% annual increase in

AD.56 Through international collaboration, AIBL is investigating bind-

ing of an F-18–labeled tracer to MAO-B, to assess reactive astrocyto-

sis during the development of AD.57 Australia ADNI has collaborated

with industry partners to ramp up production of tauMK6240 and amy-

loidNAV4694 tracers at five production sites to accommodate growing

research needs.

4 SUMMARY

WW-ADNI has made major strides in amyloid and tau phenotyping,

standardizing methodologies, and providing a rich data set for AD

researchers around the globe. The group’s efforts serve as a founda-

tion for AD treatment trials.WW-ADNI findings can informparticipant

selection criteria and deeply enhance outcomemeasures.

As WW-ADNI continues, a major goal will be to validate biomark-

ers identified to date, with focus on their generalizability and relation-

ships to cognitive decline and dementia symptoms. A goal shared by all

WW-ADNI researchers is to enrollmore racial andethnicminorities. To

accomplish this, ADNI-4 may relax exclusion criteria related to comor-

bidities across cognitively unimpaired, MCI, and AD cohorts. This may

include allowing participants previously exposed to disease-modifying

treatments. Specific inclusion criteria changes will be made in collab-

oration with the PPSB. ADNI-4 will also allow release of amyloid PET

results to participants. This modification is based upon feedback from

current study participants and is expected to further support recruit-

ment efforts. ADNI-4 will include a plasma-based screening effort that

selects eligible participants for imaging and CSF collection. ADNI-4 is

also expected to scale up autopsy neuropathology data collection. If

funded, ADNI-4 is expected to begin in August 2022.
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